
NEXT OP1 TV Floor StandNEXT OP1 TV Floor Stand

Article number (SKU) 8743232
Colour LIGHT OAK

Key benefitsKey benefits

Stylishly conceals all your cables
Lock your TV securely in place

The groundbreaking OP1 floor stand from Vogel’s reinterprets
the way in which television integrates with contemporary
living. This simple yet stunning Nordic design fuses nature with
technology to bring the television back into the heart of the
room. Its elegant, clean lines emphasise the authenticity of
wood, producing a stand that will enrich your living
environment.

Freeing to stand out, whereverFreeing to stand out, wherever

Vogel’s OP1 is carefully crafted from premium oak, selected
for the fineness of its grain and enduring beauty. The design
means the television is once again good looking enough to be
the focal point of the room and, being freestanding, it can be
placed exactly where it needs to be. It pays homage to the
true traditions of carpentry. Producing a floor stand that
performs as beautifully as it looks. The extreme stability of the
tripod base means that even a large flat screen 70 inch TV can
be supported safely and securely. Solid RVS bars secure the TV
to the stand, allowing the OP1 to hold loads of up to 40 kg with
ease.

OPHANG - The days of hiding your console are overOPHANG - The days of hiding your console are over

The OP1 is produced with great attention to detail to ensure
nothing is overlooked. For those who want to attach a games
console to the TV, without spoiling the clean lines of the OP1
with trailing cables, there is the OPHANG accessory. Crafted in
leather and steel with a delightfully feel, this accessory keeps
the console and its cables out of sight while allowing easy
access. Even the power cables are unseen, being routed to
the floor through a cleverly concealed channel in the back
leg of the tripod.

Bringing a new perspective to the concept of television as a
design object, the OP1 offers a distinctive symmetry that brings
beauty to the very latest in technology.
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SpecificationsSpecifications
Product specificationsProduct specifications
Product type number NEXT OP1
Article number (SKU) 8743232
Colour LIGHT OAK
EAN single box 8712285337543
Product size L
TÜV certified Yes
Guarantee 2 years
Min. screen size (inch) 46
Max. screen size (inch) 70
Max. weight load (kg) 40
Min. hole pattern 100mm x 100mm
Max. hole pattern 400mm x 400mm
Max. bolt size M8
Max. height of interface (mm) 600
Max. width of interface (mm) 500

Technical specifications andTechnical specifications and
dimensionsdimensions
Distance to floor (mm) 508
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